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Point of Sale application, the single solution for multiple Points of Sale

Today’s retail environment presents an
explosion of new in-store devices and
applications that can help you increase
profitability through better inventory
management and improved customer
intimacy. However, the inability of traditional
PoS systems to easily and seamlessly
integrate these technologies into a single,
cost-effectivestore solution limits their
potential benefits.

currency,multi-language capability, you can
rely on asingle store solution for all countries
in which you operate. Three languages (US
English, Mexican Spanish and Canadian
French) are optionally available as part of the
base solution. If additional markets are
required, Fujitsu Professional Services can
assist to make it easier for you to adjust to
new markets and opportunities while keeping
infrastructure costs low.

That’s why Fujitsu developed GlobalSTORE®:
a full-featured, configurable PoS, cash
management and back office system — that’s
built to deliver a seamless customer
experience across applications, devices and
channels.

A single store solution suited to many
requirements
For retailers large and small
Whether you need a few PoS systems or
hundreds, GlobalSTORE enables you to run
the same system regardless of the size or
number of stores in your operations. This
means you can grow your organization
without technology-imposed limitations,
thus saving you the time and expense of
adding new systems.

GlobalSTORE enables you to easily connect
different applications and devices from
multiple vendors on various platforms. The
result is a complete store system that reduces
the costs of integration and helps you provide
better customer service.
Global Reach
As a true international solution, GlobalSTORE
allows you to interoperate your PoS systems
at multiple locations, whether across town or
around the globe. Store staff can now be
empowered to view merchandise inventory
across the enterprise and have items shipped
directly to the customer from any number of
locations.
Because GlobalSTORE provides multi-

Supports different store formats
GlobalSTORE is designed to fit your business
needs, whether it’s for a particular store
format or different departments within a
store. You can manage one system from
corporate while maintaining specific business
features for various store formats. Even
multiple chains can operate from a single
application. Centralized management of PoS
systems means lower IT administrative time
and cost in configuring those systems.

Increase revenue at the Point of Sale
Quickly train new store associates
To help your employees get up to speed
quickly—and efficiently assist customers—
GlobalSTORE features an adaptable,
easy-to-use interface.

Ensure store promotions achieve
objectives
GlobalSTO RE offers the most complete
promotions systems in the
industry, with more than 350 built-in
formats. It not only provides
a wide variety of options but is designed
to ensure that promotions
are applied appropriately, including
calculating “best deal” price
structures. All activities are carried out in
real-time and can be
managed via a central download. This
means quicker and more
cost effective implementations of
promotional strategies.
Extend Point-of-Sale capabilities to new
devices
You can use any number of mobile
devices in concert with GlobalSTO RE.
There’s no need to invest in dual
development and maintenance for
both PoS and mobile devices. So you can
focus on those mobile
technologies best suited for your
business—not on a complex
integration strategy.

GlobalSTORE framework
GlobalSTORE includes the infrastructure
to integrate GlobalSTORE
with other applications (in the store, in
the enterprise or on the web)
into the current retail environment with
minimum disruption to the
ongoing operation.
GlobalSTORE is built to exploit the
benefits of simplicity and scalability
offered by Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) and exposed web services.
The open framework can be used to
integrate applications from other
vendors, allowing multiple functions in
the store and across the
enterprise to work together at a granular
level in real-time, without
significant alterations to existing
systems.
To provide your technical business user
with the ability to configure
different parameters and files for a FRS
installation of GlobalSTO RE,
Fujitsu has introduced the GlobalSTO RE
Configuration Manager. This
tool provides a number of tools used to
modify the application’s
behavior, look and feel, database
options, and receipt content and

formatting without the aid of an IT
resource, allowing you to
incorporate changes in a more timely
manner.
The Fujitsu difference
Fujitsu is your one-stop resource for
Retailing solutions. In addition
to GlobalSTO RE, we offer a complete
range of application software,
including loyalty, data management,
stored value cards, centralized
returns and workforce management. We
also deliver the hardware
and services you need to excel in today’s
challenging retail environment.
Our focus on relentless cost reduction
means we’ll partner with you to
significantly lower your store technology
costs - not only in the
beginning, but over the entire life of your
system.
GlobalSTORE is part of Fujitsu Retail
Suite
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In addition to Fujitsu GlobalSTORE, Fujitsu
provides a range of platform solutions. They
combine reliable Fujitsu products with the
best in services, know-how and worldwide
partnerships.

Learn more about Fujitsu’s New Model for
Retail, please contact your Fujitsu sales
representative, Fujitsu business partner, or
visit our website.
www.fujitsu.com/global/solutions/retail
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Dynamic Infrastructures
With the Fujitsu Dynamic Infrastructures
approach, Fujitsu offers a full portfolio of IT
products, solutions and services, ranging from
clients to datacenter solutions, Managed
Infrastructure and Infrastructure-as-a-Service.
How much you benefit from Fujitsu
technologies and services depends on the
level of cooperation you choose. This takes IT
flexibility and efficiency to the next level.

Fujitsu green policy innovation

Disclaimer

Fujitsu Green Policy Innovation is our
worldwide project for reducing burdens on the
environment. Using our global know-how, we
aim to resolve issues of environmental energy
efficiency through IT. Please find further
information at:
www.fujitsu.com/global/about/environment/
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Computing products
www.fujitsu.com/global/services/computing/
- PRIMERGY: Industrial standard server
- SPARC Enterprise: UNIX server
- PRIMEQUEST: Mission-critical IA server
- ETERNUS: Storage system
Software
www.fujitsu.com/software/
- Interstage: Application infrastructure
software
- Systemwalker: System management
software
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